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ABSTRACT

A review is given of existing criteria tbat could be applied to
rating the noise environment in dwellings, to rating noise isolation

_ between dwellings, and to rating noise isolation from outside to inside a

t dwelling. It is concluded that the central problem is to select

_}_ appropriate criteria for rating the interior noise environment. Once this
is done_ criteria for no_.se _solaKion can be derived directly and these in

_ _ucu ca** be used to derive performance requirements for building elements,
such as partitions and exterior walls.

i Key words: Building acoustics; buildl.g codes; isolation; noise; noise
criteria; rating acbeme; sound transmission.
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i. INTRODUCTION

_ The major function of human shelter is to provide a better
environment than that to which people would otherwise be exposed. In

order to enjoy the advantages of an improved environment, most people
F spend a large amount of their time indoors. While the majority of

buildings provide adequate protection from heat and cold, wind and rain,
many buildings do not provide a good acoustical environment. Noises heard

? indoors are a major aspect of the overall noise problem•

Although noise can be a serious problem in almost any type of
building, the present report is focused primarily upon dwellings. Noise

._hin tllatheard _n a dwelling cam orSglnate from, --'_ dwelling, fro*,wihbin a
neighboring dwelling, or from outdoors. Provision of an acceptable
acoustical environment _rltlllna dwelling can be accomplished through

quieting of noise sources, through provision of noise isolation from those
sources, or through a combination of these two approaches. Thus attention

could he directed to any or all of the noise control options sI1own in the
following _able:

! Quieting Provisionof
,_ of Sources Noise Isolation

Within one's dwelling Within a dwelling

Within a neighboring dwelling Between dwellings

Outdoors Outdoor-to-indoor

!I

Current regulatory activities are focused primarily on quieting of
outdoor sources. Quieting of indoor sources has been mainly sporadic and

:' only in response to marketplace economics. However, regulatory actions,
'_ e.g., mandatory labeling requirements for household products, are now

_! being considered by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency•
i

: In recent years there has been an increase in the number of building
'=' codes, within the U.S., that specify noise isolation between dwellings.
i However, the U.S. is still far behind most European countries in this area

• of regulation•

?i:
?i There have been essentially no regulatory actions concerning the

provision of noise isolation within dwellings.
:%

:i Recently, the California Administrative Code incorporated provisions

"_ that effectively specify, for mew multifamily dwellings, outdoor-to-indoor
noise isolation in areas having hlgh outdoor noise levels. Other than

;! this single ease, there appear to have been no regulatory requirements on
outdoor-to-lndoor noise isolation in the U.S.

!

i
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The noise environment within a dwelling results from sounds

propagating along various paths from various sources. If criteria are
established as to what constitutes an acceptable interior noise en-
vironment, it is rather straightforward to then derive either criteria for
isolation from a given noise source or criteria for quieting a source so

as to he compatible _th a given noise isolation. In the present report,
attention is confined to considerations of criteria for rating the
interior noise environment and criteria for rating noise isolation.

Various procedures for rating human response to environmental noise, +
and their applicability =o building codes, are reviewed in Section 2.
Prior work on rating noise isolation is reviewed in Section 3. The
interactions between noise isolation rating procedures and interior noise

rating procedures are explored further in Section 4. The need to consider
the temporal variation of noise, when specifying noise isolation, is
briefly examined in Section 5. Section 6 includes a brief look at the
relationship between outdoor and indoor noise levels for dwellings that

_re not near major outdoor noise sources.
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2. ASSESSMENT OF ENVIRONmeNTAL NOISE: APPLICABILITY OF VARIOUS

') RATING SCBE_S TO BUILDING REGULATIONS

Z) People respond to their acoustical environment as a whole and not to
J_ the noise isolation of a particular structure or to the characterlstlce of

a particular intruding noise. Tbus, noise researchers must flnd a
.4 practical rating scale for assessing the entire interior acoustical

environment from the standpoint of building users. If agreement can be
reached on a scale, _he degree of noise isolation needed to achieve a

i desired environment may be inferred.

. People's reactions to noise depends upon the ohvslcaT, nature of the
noise an ,dell ns social and economic fec_ors. Even in a given
soclo-economlc situation, different individuals may react differently to

the same noise. For this reason, ratings of noise are needed which can
predict with a reasonable degree of certainty the average response of
groups Of people.

2,1 gating Schemes Based Upon One Aspec_ of Human Response

Human responses to noise are dependent upon three primary parameters
of _he noise: its sound level, its frequency spectrum, and the variatloss

<
_! of both of these quantiCies with time. For a practical description of the

nolse, these three parameters are combined into a "single number" ra_ing

i on a psychop_ysical scale which relates these noise parameters to thesubjective response.

Tbe selection of a particular psychophysical scale depends upon which

; aspects of human response are considered important for a given problem
i[ (e.g.. loudness, noisiness, interference with speech communication, or

interference _ith sleep). Presently, this selection is based upon

_ Judgmens. owing to an incomplete understanding of the basic parameters
_ affecting human response. Thus, numerous scales exist, reflecting

idiosyncrasies of researchers and the diversion of goals responsible for
; development of a particular scale.

The "dose-response" relationship between the various noise
environments encoustered in buildings and the responses of bullding

-_ occupants must also be quantitatively established. A scale describing

this dose-response relationship could be used to esrabl_sh a criterion for
" noises that are Judged undesirable or unacceptable.

2.1.1 Loudness

Much research conducted within the last 50 years has focused upon

_! combining the frequency conten_ and overall sound level of the noise into
a metric related to the perceived magnitude (e.g., loudness) of the no_se.

Al_hough investigators disagree as to the details of the function

iI relating the loudness experienced and tile sound level of the noise, there

_i appears to be a general consensus regarding the fo_m o_ the function.
Loudness is generally thought to grow as a power function of sound

i 3
I
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pressure level [1.3]=/.I In practical terms, each time a sound level is
increased by 10 dB, the loudness experienced increases by approximately a
factor of two.

Furthermore, the human ear is not equally sensitive to sounds of
different frequencies. The relative sensitivity of the ear at various
frequencies has usually been studied by determining the sound pressure
level required for a given sound to give rise to tile same loudness
sensation as that produced by a reference sound at a proscribed sound
level. Data from these studies are typically shown as 3 series of
equal-loudness contours which indicate the Intensi_les at which sounds of

different frequencies produce similar loudness experiences.

Equal loudness contours have been detem, ined in the laboratory under '
well-controlled conditions for pure tones [4-8] and for hands o_ noise [
•[9]. Traditionally, contours have been developed wit|, a reference sound
which has been either a 1000 Hz tone or a noise band centered at 1000 Hz.

Results of studies of the kind described show that a person is most
sensitive to sounds at frequencies between approximately 500 and 6000 HZ.

That is, for a very broad-band noise tilemiddle region of the audible
frequency range contributes most to the sensation of loudness. However,
results also demonstrate that as the sound pressure level of a sound
increases from moderate to high levels, the relative contributions of low

and high frequencies to the loudness perception increase until they equal

that of mld-frequencles at very intense sound levels.

Is order to compensate for the differential frequency sensitivity of
human hearing, sound level meters are designed to weight the overall spec-

trum of the noise In snell a way as to approximate the measured
loudness-versus-frequency response of the ear. That is, when a sound is
passed through the various networks of the sound level meter, each

fre¢luency region in the noise contributes to the total reading hy an
amount approximately corresponding to the subjective weightin s of that
frequency.

To take into account _he findings that the frequency response of

hearing varies with the overall sound level of the noise, three mleetronie
networks arm included in most meters. The A, B, and C networks were

originally Intended to represent the response of the ear to low, moderate
and high intensities, respectively. However, over the years it has become ''

apparent that the A-welghted sound level is a relatively good pr_dlccor of
human response to broad-spectrum environmental noise [10-11] at all
levels. For this reason, _he A-welghted level is emerging now as the most

widely tlsed network when measurements are made wi_h a sound level meter.

1/Numbers in brackets refer to the literature references at the end of

tills report.
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Tile A-walghted sound level is only an approximate predictor of human
response. For this reason, various investigators have attempted to

_ improve the accuracy of prediction by using more detailed computation
schemes. These schemes have become incre_slngly complex as more

parameters relating to human response bec_me known from further investl-
; gations.

Generally, refined scllemes are bused on a segmentation of tile sound
" pressure spectrum of a noise into a series of contiguous frequency bands
;; by means of electrlcul networks to analyze tiledistribution of sound
}. energy over tile audible frequency range. From dutu thus obtained,

"loudness level" can be estimated by first assigning to each frequency

band a loudness index designed to represent tilepotential contribution to _,
Lhe p_rceived loudness of the band. This index is them corrected by ,
applying a weighting factor to account for tile feet thut bends with higher ':

loudness indlees may inhibit (or mask) tilecontributions of other bands.
The weighted loudness indlces are summed to estimate tileoverall loudness
of the noise. A number of variants to this general approach are now
available [12-21],

All of these procedures are complex. It is doubtful, therefore, that

they would be practlcal for incorporation Into building codes. Moreover.
in most investigations comparing tileA-welghted sound level performance to
_he mere complicated schemes, it is found that tileA-:_elghted sound level

performs essentially as well as the more complicated methods in rating the
noise environment with respect to human reactions [lO-ll, 22-24].

,[ 2.1.2 Noisiness

]_ Kryter [25-29] ban indicated that in many noise control problems it
is not how loud a sound is that concerns us most, but rather how noisy and

_! unwanted it is. Inherent in this statement is tile assumption that

loudness and noisiness are two distinguishable, although related, •
attributes of the human response to noise. _.

Kryter's findings were chiefly the outcome of a series of laboratory
investigations of subJeetlve response to aircraft noises. In these _

studies, ratings based on Jury judgments of propeller and jet aircraft !_
noises were compared to ratings based upon computed loudness levels. _"

These comparisons ind±cat_d that tba computed loudness consistently
underestimated tile noisiness or unwuntednese of Jet aircraft noise.

In another series of investigations by Kryter, loudness contours and

f noisiness contours for bands of noise and for pure tones were established,

:i and then compared. These contours were determined by requiring subjects
to equate (in terms of both loudness and noisiness) bands of noise and

i pure tones to a standard stimulus (typically an octave hand of noise
centered at i000 Hz). Tile results of these studles Indicated that

! subjects gave different responses depending upon whether they were

- matching tile experimental stimuli for equal loudness or equal annoyance.

5



For example, at some frequencies perceived noisiness contours were as much
as 5 to i0 dg lower than corresponding loudness contours. Kryter

concluded that these findings were indicative of the fact that annoyance
and loudness are indeed two distinct ntttlhutes of human response.
Stevens [14] maintained that there was no conclusive evidence of a
significant difference between loudness and noisiness as far as frequency

weighting is concerned.

Kryterts findings led to tbe development of a new scale for assessing
noise called Perceived Noise Level (PNL). This method is basically
modeled after Steven's methodology [16] for calculating loudness. Thus,

as in the computational procedures for loudness, the hand levels are
ineasutad, than weighted indice_ are appllecl: and results summed up Co .-

arrive at a single number index. However, instead of assigning loudness
indices to each measured band level, a perceived noisiness index is

assigned. The unit of perceived noisiness is the noy and values are
obtained from contours of equal perceived "noisiness".

Since it was orlglnally proposed, the PNL methodology has been
further altered to account for discrete frequency components of tones
associated with aircraft noises as well as for the fact that, everything

else being equal, aircraft flyovers of long duration are more annoying
than flyovers of short duration [27, 29]. These developments are embodied
in a rating procedure known as the Effective Perceived Noise Level (EPNL)
[26].

In the computations of noisiness, the same assumptions and
mathematical derivations were utilized as in the scales based on loudness.

The only exeeptlon_ as noted above, is that the laudness concept is
replaced by that of annoyance. Furthermore, as in the development of
methods hased on loudness, those based on annoyance were chiefly derived

from laboratory investigations with relatively few types of sounds.

Very recently, the "D-welghtlng network" has been standardized [30]
for use in sound level meter measurements of aircraft noise. The

D-weightlng network has a frequency response that approximates the shape
of the inverted 40 noy contour (which corresponds to a Perceived Noise

Level of approximately 93 dB). Sound level meters do not sum
contributions from different frequency regions in the same manner as is
called for in the procedure for computation of the Perceived Noise Level.
However, readings from a sound level meter using a D-welghtlng network
generally agree (within a known additive correction) reasonably well with
calculated Perceived Noise Levels, at least for sounds that lle in the
range of, say, 80 to 100 dB SPL. Because of the high levels for which the
D-weighting is intended, and because at present its use is normally
restricted to outdoor aircraft noise measurements, it will not be

eonsldered further in this report as a candidate for use in building noise
criteria.
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2.1.3 Speech Interference

One of the most widely recognized effacts of noise is the
! interference with auditory communication. Speech interference is one of

the most annoying consequences of noise; thus there has been considerable: interest in developing procedures to rate the acoustical environment in

i terms of i=s potential for interfering with speech,

The determination of criteria based on speech eolmmunlention may

-% include consideration of three factors:

(I) tbe vocal sound level, as a function of frequency and time,

exerted by various speakers under various conditions;
(2) tbe degree of speech recognition in the presence of various

types of noise; and
? (3) the definition of acceptable speech communication for both

speaker and listener.

Speech can be analyzed into a finite number of sounds which differ
from one another in terms of their total sound level_ duration of build-up

and decay, and the distribution of sound level with respect to frequency.
Fer example, the vowels as a group carry relatively large amounts of
energy, distributed into hamnonics of the fundamental frequency of the
voice. These harmonics have distlngulshahle frequency regions which

differ for each1 vowel. The consonants, on the other hand, carry ml_ch less
energy, but the little energy that they do carry is fotlnd in higher

frequency regions and over shorter durations than for the vowels.

The frequency range of speech extends from 100 to 6000 Hz. However,
most of the Information contained in speech is carried by tile consonants,
which, because they carry little energy, are easily masked.

As one speaks, the various basic sounds are combined into orderly
sequences of phonemes to form syllables, which themselves are arranged
into words and sentences. Tbe result is an acoustical signal which

undergoes rapid fluctuations with respect to sound level and frequency.
In order for a listener to understand speech be must be able not only to
detect the various sounds, hut also to intesrnte and recognize the

!_ constantly shifting patterns.

1
When noise Is present, some of the sounds and their shifting patterns

:_ are los_, and _he speech becomes more difficult to interpret. As s

ij result, speech intelligibility deteriorates in proportion to the sound
level and bandwidth of the noise relative to those of the speech signal.

Observations such as the above were the basis for tileArticulation

Index, developed by French and Steinberg [31] as a means of estimating

;i speech intelli_Ibility from a knowledge of speech and noise spectra. This
index represents s measure of the p_rtion of speech which is available to
the listener when communication occurs in a noisy system. In effect the

I
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Articulation Index takes into account the sound level differential (i.e., •
signal-to-nolse ratio) between speech and noise in 20 contiguous bands
extending from 200 to 6000 Hz which, under optimal conditions, would
contribute equal amounts to tile Articulation Index.

The assumptions underlying tbe Articulstion Index can be summarized
as follows:

" ". o the totalvariationin intensitylevelsof successivespeech
sounds is constant throughout each frequency region and roughly
equal to 30 dB;

• the relative occurrences of intervals of different intensities

are roughly identical for each frequency region;

• average (i/8-second) peak levels of single speech phonemes
exceed the long-term average of the speech levels by about 12 dB
for 10 percent of the time.

The Artleulatlon Index, as originally proposed, requires frequency
analysis in bands that are not readily measurable by available

instrumentation. The standardized version [32] of the Articulation Index ._
includes alternate procedures based on one-£hlrd octave or octave-hand

spectra.

The Articulatlon Index is based upon, and has been principally
validated against, intelligibility tests involving adult male talkers and
trained listeners [33]. Thus, the method cannot be assumed to apply to

situations involving female talkers or children. _Ioreever, it estimates

speech intelligibility in the presence of steady-state noise end contains _-
provisions for predicting the effect of noise having a definite duty

cycle. It does not purport to estimate the intelligibility of speech in
the presence of fluctuating noise levels. Therefore, the Articulation
Index must be used idth caution in estimating speech interference in
ordinary home and work situations. Finally, the complexity of the

calculation procedure required to obtain tileArticulation Index limits its
usefulness for the measurement and monitoring of noise levels on a routine
basis.

The Speech Interference Level (SIL), which is being proposed as an
A_Lerlcan National Standard, is a simple numerical method for estimating

the speech-interferlng aspects of noise based on physical measurements of

the noise. Unlike the Articulation Index, SIL does not include speelfic
consideration of the level and spectrum of the speech. Rather it employs

a table or a nomogrnph for estimating, in terms of general voice level and
d_stanee betwesn communicators, tlle noise levels which will seriously

restrict speech communication.

Originally, the Speech Interference Level, SIL, was defined [34] as
the arithmetic average of the sound pressure levels in the three octave

bands: 600 to 1200, 1200 to 2400, and 2400 to 4800 Hz. In terms of the

8



. new, or preferred, band-center frequencies [35] several definitions have
,, been considered, two of which are worthy of note: (i) the

"preferred-frequency speech interference level", PSIL, which is the mean

_f level of the octave band levels centered on 500, 1000, and 2000 Hz, and
(2) the speech interference level, $IL(0.5-4), defined as the mean level /

=: of _he octave hand levels centered on 500, 1000, 2000 and 4000 Hz. This ,_
latter is the version being considered for adoption as an American

i National Standard.

For steady-state noises_ either version of the Speech Interference

; Level is a reasonable predictor of the relative raflk_ng of noises with j

respect to their speeeh-lnterfer!ng properties. That is, two noises which

are equally-lnterfering with speech communication will have very similar

Speech Interference Level ratings (typically within 3 dB). Speech

Interference Level can be used for rough, quantitative estimation of

mnnosyllablo word dntelllglbility in the presence ef continuous, random

noise, However this procedure is not appropriate for noise spectra with

eonslderahly more energy at high frequencies than at low frequency, or
when any of the follswlng conditions exlst: (1) the level of the noise is

• not of a contlnuous-in-tlme, steady-state nature; (2) the frequency

i spectrum of the nodse is not constant with time; and (3) the speech and

noise are subject to perceptible echo or reverheratlon.

Webster and Kluepp [24] have developed charts which can be used to

1 estlmate the voice level and maximum allowable distance between talker and

listener for satisfactory face-to-face communication as limited by ambientL_

( salsa levels having various values of Speech Interference Level. For many
types of noise, the Speech Interference Level can be approximated by the

A-welghted sound level [10]. Because tile A-welghted sound level can be

read directly from a sound level meter, it is an easier measure to obtain
than SIL.

While both the Articulation Index and the Speech Interference Level

can be extremely useful, there is a need to develop preddctlve techniques

for speech Interference with male and female speakers, both adult and

child, and untrained listeners in real sltuatlons, rather than in the

laboratory. Consideration should also be given to tlle additional problems

for listeners suffering from impaired hearing. Statistical predictors

that take into consideration the speech-interference aspects of

[ fluctuating nodses, such as those produced by traffic, are also needed.

The data base regard£ng speech levels emhodled in the speech Inter-

_i ference schemes comes from a very limited set of measurements. Tile total

number of talkers on whleh present erlterla are based is surprisingly

small (total 35 subjects). In addition, most of the data relate to male

speakers and none are available on eh$1dren_s speech.

Crandall and McKenzle [36] used 5 male speakers; Dunn and White [37[

studied the speech of 6 males and 3 females; Rudmose, Clark, Carlson,

Eis_nsteln and Walker [38] used 7 males; Stevens, Egan and Miller [39]

r
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I
; studied speech from i male and 1 female speaker; Benson and girsh [40]

used 5 males and 5 females; and Pickett cad Pollack [41] used 5 males.

Other speech data found in the literature are traceable to the works
' already mentioned.

" '. One of the most consistent f_ndlngs among the studies noted above is
the great variability among speakers. For example, Duns and White report
sound power level differences among speakers of the same sex of the order
of 18 dB in some frequency regions, while Rudmose et el, report dif-

ferences of the order of I0 dg. However, as observed by Galloway [42],
when the data contained in the various papers are analyzed In terms of
band levels relative to overall ]Pvels_ the varlahilJ.ty of any Slv=ll band
is reduced to about 4-5 dB. Thus, one may conclude that while speakers
vary as to their power output, the various band levels relative to the
overall level are fairly stable from one study to the next. However, the

total speeeb power output is an important determinant of the amount of

sound energy available to the listener for interpretation.

There are some discrepancies among the data of various researchers in
terms of both the level of speech and the form of the spectrum during

"normal conversational speech," For example, Dunn and White report a
eoncentratloe of energy in the 500 }Iz region in male speech; this does not
appear in the Benson and Hirsh data and is somewhat ambiguous in the
Rudmose et el. data.

I In addition, Dunn and White report 66 dB (re 20 _Pa) as the normal

] conversational level of speech at one meter for male subjects. This
:: ' i figure agrees well with the data of Rudmose e__tel., in which a value of 68

dB is reported (when computed from their reported sound power l_vel) hat
. disagrees w_th the value of 57 dB reported by Benson and Hitch,

The reported overall long-term, root-mean-square sound pressure level

of normal male speech has varied among studies and among individual
speakers w/th_n a given study, as indleatod by the results shown in Table
1,

Table i, Long-Term, Root-Mean-Square Speech Levels of _ale Speakers,

Corrected to a Distance of One Neter in Front of _he Lips

lav_stlgators Sound pressure level, re 20 PPa, dB

1Mean of Subjects Max Subject Mln subject

|Duns and White [37] 66 70 60
Rudmose et el. [38]' 68 72 60

Benson and lllrsh [40] 57 57 56

[
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Since the total number of subjects on which tiledata are based is

very small, and the variations among subjects are very large, it is
impossible to assess the significance of the differences found among the

.. various studies, both with respect to actual value and to spectral shape.

• In addition, some inconsistencies appear to be present in the speech
spectra given in tlleAmerican standard for computing the ArLiculation

[ i Index [32]. Specifically, if one uses the spectrum level (i.e., the level
corresponding to a l-Hz bandwidth) given in that standard for use in

eonJunetlon with the "20-band method" to compute the equivalent I/3-octave
hand spectrum, differences ranging from 2-5 dg hetween tlle 20-band and the

third-octave _pectra exist at frequonmla_ above I000 IIz as sho%-n in Figure
i. Since heth spectra are derived from the same data, and since both are

purported to represent voice level during normal conversational speech,
there should not be any difference between tiletwo spectra.

i_ An additional problem is associated with the speech data upon which
all speech criteria rest. As observed by Galloway [42], in the develop-
ment of tileArticulation Index and other methodologies, only the data of
Dunn and White were available to define the statistical distribution of

speech level. Furthermore. since the Dunn and |_llte data appeared to
suggest that the statistical distribution of speech levels was similar in
all bands for both male and female speakers, only the data of the 1000 to

_ 1400 Hz band obtained on male subjects were used in the development of the
Artlculatlon Index. Thus, present speech criteria are traceable to only

f_ one study of the statistical distribution of speech levels done 35 years
ago and rests upon tlledata obtained on only 6 male subjects in a

= frequency range between i000 and 1400 }Izl
n

Although Kryter [33] provides comparisons of predicted and measured
_' intelligibility of speech in the presence of widely different noise

spectrum shapes and various slgnal-to-noise ratios, his data validate the

Artlculatlbn Index method only for continuous spectra and for male
speakers. Since it is reasonable to assume that in most households women

,, and children do talk (some would even say too much) it is unlikely that
one mould Justify a design goal for dwellings on the basis of data that
excludes all such persons.

i_ 2.2 Rating Schemes Based Upon Several Aspects of Human Response

2.2.1 Combined Speech Interference and Loudness
?

::I In an effort to "bridge the gap" between schemes developed chiefly
from laboratory investigations and the real llfe situations associated

with the experience gained by the consultant working in the field, Beranek
:; [43] proposed tile Noise Criteria Curves (NC) which embody considerations
_' of both loudness and interference of noise with speech communication. The

:_ Noise Criteria curves represent, as far as is known to the present
writers, tilefirst attempt to arrive at criteria based upon both
laboratory data and consulting experlenee gained in the field.

i[
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The Noise Criterion Curves (NC), introduced in 1957, specify the
maximum noise levels that can be present in each octave band of noise to
meet a specific NC criterion. These criterion curves were in turn derived

from another set of curves, the Speech Communication Curves (SC) [44-45].

The Noise Criteria Curves and Speech Communication Curves are reproduced
in Figures 2 and 3, respectively.

The SC curves are generally similar in contour to tbe NC curves, but

are approximately parallel to one another at a separation of about i0 dB
in most of the frequency range. At low frequencies the SC curves have
steeper slopes t|]an do the NC curves. Although Beranek [45] did attempt
to describe the actual process by which the SC curves were modified to

become the NC curves, the process is not clear, as pointed out by Schultz
[46]. It can only be conjectured that the reason for the change was that

tile NC curves conformed better to tile loudness contours, and, therefore,
may have been thought to be in closer correspondence to the bearing
mechanism.

The data on which the SC and NC curves were based included an

extensive research study of attitudes and opinions of office workers
regarding noise and its effects on their ablllty to perform work and to
communicate by speech. Tbe opinions were obtained through the use of

rating scales. Tbese were then correlated with various physical measures
of the noises present in the offices studied. The respondents in these
studies were chosen among office workers at a large Air Force Base and
among office workers in several commercial office buildings where noise
problems existed and were corrected In response to occupant complaints
[45,47].

The office studies revealed that occupants were conscious of the
ambient noise levels and their effects on speech communication. It was

also found that low frequency sounds were annoying even when they were not
sufficiently intense to mask speech sounds. The two important parameters

that emerged as particularly useful in assessing the way in which people
race acoustic spaces in office buildings were the Speech Interference _:

Level (SIL) and the Loudness Level (LL). Furthermore, results indicated
=hat acceptable conditions were achieved when the SIL values did not

exceed 40 dB and the noise spectrum was maintained within a shape that
yielded a LL that was 22 units above the values of the SIL. The SC curves

were derived using these findings.

In subsequent work, the NC curves were presented together with a

table delineating the NC values compatible with conducting various
activities in buildings such as churches, hospitals, and homes [47]. The
preelse computational procedure by whleh these values were derived are

_! unclear. The NC curves do, bowever, correspond closely to other criteria

i: presented by Knudsen and Harris in te_nns of A-weighted sound levels [48].

The NC curves have received widespread acceptance both in the United

States and in Europe. They are often used in stating design goals for

13
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buildings. Rather similar curves, the Noise Rating Curves (NR) have been
standardized internationally [50].

Recently it has been demonstrated that If one deliberately generates
a spectrum that conforms to tbe NC curve, the sound heard does not appear
natural. It is unpleasant because it is perceived as being both "hlssy"
and "rumbly" [50]. These observations suggest that tile effect of the low

frequencies and hlgb frequencies upon human response are underestimated by
the NC curves. AS a result of these findings, a new set of curves, the
Preferred Noise Criterion (PNC) curves have been proposed as a replacement
for the NC curves [50-51]. This new set of curves, sbown in Figure 4,

calls for lower spectrum levels at bath hlgh and low frequencies than do
the orlglnal NC curves.

Tile early studies of Beranek were conducted because of auditory
environments _*Ich had produced complaints. The purpose of developing the
noise criterion contours was merely to lower the rate of complaints to

"tolerable" levels. Tbis goal is quite different from a design goal based
upon optlm=l conditions.

Moreover. all of the data upon which the NC methodology was based
came from investigations of office noises. Although tilemetbodology has
been extended to other types of buildlngs, lncluding dwellings, no

evidence has been set forth Isd_eatlng that requirements for quiet in the
home are Identloal to those for offices. Consequently, unanswered
questions remain regarding the validity of extending tbls particular

approach to the problem of noise in dwellings.

Another Importan_ drawback to the NC methodology is that the
available data are based upon continuous noise spectra. They do not

secount for the time variation of noises, wbieh may prove to be one of the
most important parame=ers in the subjective assessment of interior spaces,

2.2.2 Community Response

Since the early 19501s, a number of investigations conducted in

several countries have combined soclal surveys and physical noise
measurements =o assess the effects of environmental noise in residential

ar_as.

Although these studies had e similar goal -- to arrive at a

methodology for relating tilehuman response to environmental noise to the
physleal attributes of that noise -- a variety of methods has evolved to
interprec the data. These include, for example, the Community Noise
Rails s (CNR), the Noise E_posure Forecast (NEF), the Community Noise

Equivalent Level (CNEL). the Noise and Number Index (NNI), end the Traffic
Noise Inde_ (TNI),
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| _ priori, it may appear that these ratings are widely different; yet,
they shuts many attrlbutes. Tilesimilarity among ratings is reflected by

"_ tile fact that they are all blghly correlated, with u correlation
coefficient of the order of 0.9 [52]. (This high correlatlsn occurs, in

,: large part, because all of the ratings rise at essentially the same rate

wlth increases in sound pressure level.)

Basically, there are two ways of assessing community response to
•_ environmental noise exposure. The first is to examine the action, such as
! complaints =o officials or law suits, taken by individuals, or groups of
[ individuals, against identifiable noise sources. The second approach is

to examine the responses made by people interviewed in social surveys.

Tlle responses of people to questionnaires administered in social
surveys in the United Kingdom [53-56], Sweden [57-60], Austria [61-62],
France [63-66], the Netherlands [67] and the Uulted States [68] reveal
that people exposed to environmental noise in residential ureas show an
adverse reaction to noise. The adverse general reaction of people to en-

vironmental noise is complex and involves a combination of factors. These
include: interference with speech communication, interference wltb sleep,
a desire for a tranqull environment, and the abillty to use telephones,

radios, and televisions satisfactorily. The results of all studies

Indlcute =bnt in the aggregate the av@ruse response of groups of people is
predictable and highly correlated with a number of different measures of

{ cumulative noise exposure. However, while the average response of people

is predletable, individual responses vary greatly.

Social survey data are in agreement wlth the general overt responses
of people to noise, Citizens' actions against noise have taken many
forms, ranglng from the reglstratlon of a complaint to court actions.
Although the rate of complaints has been found to be only a partial
indicator of the number of people annoyed in a eommunlty, predictable

relationships exist among rate of reported annoyance, rate of complaints,
and environmental noise levels [69].

As noted above, the surveys have led to s number of different pro-
cedures for rating environmental noise. It is not tileintent of this
section to review all of these rating schemes. However, the evolution of
one of the families of community noise assessment procedures is given to
illustrate the common elements among rating schemes which appear to be

widely different.

In tileUnited States, the first method proposed for assessing

communlty reaction to noise was that of Bolt, Rosenbllth and Stevens [70],
known as the Composite Noise Rating (CNR). Originally it was proposed _.

merely as a scbeme for interpreting community reaction to noise exposure
in eleven ease studies of d_fferent noise sources. Thus it was derived

from _nsights salned from consulting practice and from _nterpretations of
the limited research data then. uvailable.
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The original Composite Noise Rating specified that the noise was to
be measured and plotted as octave-band sound pressure levels. The
resulting graph would then be compared to a family of curves, which

somewhat resemhle4 loudness contours, plotted for 5 dB intervals in the

region of the mld-frequencles. On the basis of these comparisons, a noise

I| rank level was assigned to the noise, corresponding to the highest rating
curve into which s measured spectrum intruded. The value thus obtained
was :hen adjusted by a series of noise corrections based on: noise

spectra, ambient community levels, "intrusiveness", "impulsiveness",
i "repetitiveness", and previous exposure of the community. Further

5 corrections were applied co account For the tlme of day and the period of

year during which tilenoise intruded,

Each correction factor had the effect of either raising or lowering

I the rank level originally obtained. A range of discrete community
rssponsesp as a function of CNR, was also provided for the purpose of

estimating the probable effect of a given noise These responses were:

i "no reaction", "sporadic complalnts"j "widespread complaints", "threat of

legal action", and "vigorous co_nunlty reaction".

Since its proposal in 1955, the method has undergone numerous

I changes. One was _he substitution of the Perceived Noise Level as a means
of determining _he noise level rank. Additional refinements were added to

the correction syste_ as more data became available. Finally, a scheme

for computing the effects of a large number of separate events was
incorporated into the system. Eventually the method was modified into
what is now the Noise Exposure Forecast [71], whlch is part of the

procedure utilized by the Federal Aviation Administration for assessingland use around alrpor_s [72],

i
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3. SPECIFICATION OF NOISE ISOLATION IN BUILDINGS: EVALUATION OF
TECI_ICAL BASES UNDERLYING CURRENT PRACTICES

Selentlfio attention to noise isolation between dwelling units dates
back co Sablne's work near the turn of the twentieth century. By the late

1930's, national building codes, primarily in Europe, began to incorporate

requirements for the sound insulation of dwellings. In these codes, the /

approach has usually been to specify tbe aeoustlc_l performance which
various interior building elements, such as floor-ceillng assemblies and

parEy walls, must achieve in order to be aceeptahle. Social survey data,
on the other hand, indicate that the responses of people to indoor noise
levels are somewhat dependent upon the acoustical climate outdoors. For

.... example, everything else being equal, people who live in noisy areas seem [
ro be less aware of their neighbors' noises than are people who llve in =

quiet areas. Yet, none of the national building codes have speelfled

requlrementE for outdoor-to-lndoor isolation.

In the presen_ section, attention is given to the development of i
criteria for noise isolation and the evidence, or lack thereof, in support
ofthosecriteria.

3,1. "Isolation" versus "Insulation"

Tbe large majority o_ building codes have specified the sound trans-
mission loss, or insulation, to be provided by a particular building

element, such as a wall or a floor-ceillng assembly. However, there is a
serious problem with an approach based upon specifying the sound

transmission loss of separate buildlng elements in that reliance is plac_d
on an isolated structural element regardless of how it may be built or

installed and irrespective of the existence of flanking sound transmission
paths. Indeed it is not unusual that a particular set of huilding
elements may have received an excellent lahoratory rating, but be

assembled into a finished product that is poor [73-75]. Consequently, in

recent years there has been all increased recognition [76] of the need to
shift the emphasis in building codes from the sound transmission loss of
individual building elements to the noise isolation, or level difference,

between spaces. Specifications of sound transmission loss should provide
assistance to the building designer in achlevlng the desired performance,

hut the criterion should be the isolation required, rather than the sound
transmission rating, since a specified performance for individual

structural components may or may not lead to the desired isolation.

In some of the literature reviewed, the distinction between the con-

copes of isolation, or level difference between rooms, and insulation, or
sound transmission loss of a building element, has not been clearly made,

thus resulting in some confusion in comparing the results of different

investlgators.
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.'. 3.2. The Grading Curve for Indoor-to-Indoor Isolation .i
I

3.2,1. Or igln

Typlcally, tile transmission loss of a partition at each frequency is%.

_ measured according to well-defined and prescribed rules [77-78]. The

_' results of these measurements are then expressed in a graphic form by

plotting the transmission loss as a function of frequency, typically overa range of 16 to 18 one-thlrd o=tave bands ranging from approximately 125
_ _o 4000 Hz. lalile detailed data may be useful in engineering designt

applications, in specifying performance criteria for building codes a

single number rating of the overall performance of a partition is morex
practical, esp_e_nTly for enforcement purposes. Accordingly, various

- slngle-number rating schemes evolved and were adopted in v_rlous codes and
standards.

i

For some years, requirements for sound insulation wer_ usually stated

i in of the arithmetic mean of the transmission loss values (expressed
Eerms

in decibels) over the range between approximately 100 and 3000 gz [79].
I Tbis scheme w_s soon found to be unsatisfactory, Tbe averaging procedure

allowed for two partitions wlth very different chsracteristlcs to achieve

_ the same rating. One of them mlgbt have good transmission loss throughout
the whole frequency range, while the other might {lave poor transmission
loss in one reglon offset by superior transmission loss in anotber region.1

This featdre of the rating scheme was recognized and a new approacb was

developed in the 1950's. The new approach is to state noise insulation
!_ requirements in terms of the performanc_ relative to s standard reference

curve (or grading curve) [80] .

If the transmission losses of a gives partition are found to exceed c
those of tilegrading curve at all frequencies, the partition is clearly _:

acceptable. If the transmission losses at all frequencies are found to be "_

poorer than those specified in the grading curve, the paKtltion is clearly
unacceptable. _ost partitions, however, are neltber all "good" nor all _:
"bad". Rather, in tile typical situation tlle transmission loss may be

better than that embodied in the grading curve at some frequencies while
? falling below tilerequirements at other frequencies. For this reason,

rules had to be devdsed for making the comparisons between a measured
; gransmlsslon loss curve and the grading curve to limit unfavorable

deviations to a "r_asonable" nmonnt.

Ie germany, where the above scheme was flrst proposed [81] in 1953,
the aeoustlesl performance of a partition is expressed in terms of tile
number of decibels by which the grading curve must be either lowered or
raised in order that the mean of the unfavorable deviations from the

grading curve does not exceed 2 dB. Tile resulting number is accompanied

by a positive or negative sign indicating wbether tlm grading curve must
be moved upward or downward. In England, the mean of the unfavorable
devla=ions (below a different grading curve) is not allowed to exceed 1 dB

/ [82]. In either case, only the deviations that fall below the grading
curve are used in the computntlons of the mean of the unfavorable

,I deviations.
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Developments similar to those described for Germany and England have
occurred in various countries. Although the details vary, the approaches
have been similar enough to enable the International Organization for
Standardization (ISO) to arrive at a recommended method for assessing the

relative performance of partitions wltb respect to their ability to act as
sound barriers [83].

In the United States a standard method for assessing partition
performance has also been adopted [84]. This method, developed by the

American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM), is similar to the ISO
standard. According to the ASTM procedure, the sound transmission loss of
a partition is measured in conformance with a defined procedure at 16
one-thlrd octave frequency bands centered at the frequencies from 125 to
4000 Hz. The results are then plotted as a function of frequency and

compared to a reference curve which is adjusted vertically relative to the
test curve until the following conditions are fulfilled:

• the sum of the deficiencies (that is, deviations below the
reference contour) do not exceed 32 dB;

• the maximum deficiency at a single test point does not e_ceed 8
dB.

When both requirements are met, the Sound Transmission Class (STG) of
partition is given by the transmission loss value "corresponding to
the intersection of the reference contour and the 500 Hz ordinate."

Implicit in the American Sound Transmission Class, or the similar
International procedure, are two critical assumptions:

(i) it is known what overall insulation against intrusive noises is

adequate in terms of mlnlmlzl,g adverse human responses;

(2) it is known how deviations, from the desired performance, at

various frequencies influence human response.

With these assumptions in mind_ it is interesting to look at the
experimental evidence behind current practices. A review of the origin of
the gradin 8 curve used to Judge partitions indicates that the data upon
which it rests are not entirely satisfactory. ,,

3.2,2. Evidence from Social Surveys

Historically, tenant complaints came about at a time when the

buildlng industry was departing from traditional masonry construction
practices and moving toward the use of lightweight, prefabricated
structures. In older constructions, where the rate of tenant complaints
was low, dwelling units were often separated by a 25-cm plastered brick

wall whose massiveness was intended primarily to serve as a fire wall.

The smoothed transmission loss curve for this brick wall was taken as the
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criterion against which other structures should be Judged. It was only
after this decision was generally agreed upon that a number of

investigations were carried out to provide tiledata to validate the choice
of this transmission loss curve.

The chief approach taken by numerous investigators to acquire the
_'_ necessary validation information was to conduct social surveys to identify

". those structures deemed acceptable by the majority of building occupants.
' Subsequently, sound transmission loss measurements were taken, eitber in

• tile field or in the laboratory, on these structures. Such surveys were
conducted in England [85-86], Sweden [87-88], IIollasd [89], and France
[gO].

a. The British Surveys

Two surveys [85-86] conducted in England involved both objective
measurements of sound insulation and social surveys of tenant

satisfaction. In the first survey ("Survey 2" in [85]), conducted in
1950) 500 pairs of semi-detached houses were studied. Half of the pairs
of dwellings |lad 9-in. (23 cm) solid brick party walls while half had

two-layer concrete walls separated by an air cavity, The cavity wall
provided higher transmission loss at high frequencies than did the solid
brlek wall. Inhabitants of both types of houses were questioned about the
general conditions in their dwellings and whether they felt that the walls

were provldlng adequate sound insulation.

The results of this study indicated that the traditional 9-1n. brick
wall provided sufficient sound insulatlom, since tenants of dwellings

separated by such walls did not complain particularly about noise. The
increased sound insulation provided by the cavity wall at high frequencies
did not lead to a perceptlble decrease in complaints, Finally, it was

determined that people Judged their indoor noise envlronment in a manner
related to their outdoor noise environment. People _ho lived in "noisy"
areas tended to be less disturbed, and more often unaware) of their

neighbors' noises than people who lived in "quiet" areas. _i

_: In 1952/1953 e survey ([86], "Survey 3" in [88]) was made to assess

i the subjective response of people living in apartment buildidgs. In this
survey three groups of apartments were studied. The average transmission
losses (averaged over 100 to 3150 Hz) of tilewalls wore slmilar for ell

apartments and were comparable to that of the traditional brick wall,
:_ However, the party floor-ceiling assemblies had average airborne sound

insulation values of 49, 44, and 39 dE.

.!

The results of this survey indicated that apartment dwellers in

general were more annoyed by their neighbors I noises than were people in [
) townhouses. In apartments having an average airborne sound transmission

loss of 49 dE) 22 percent of the people were disturbed by noises made by
_i their nelghbors) but were not more disturbed by noise than by other
"' conditions associated with living in apartments. In apartments with an
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average transmission loss of 44 dB the Incidence of reported disturbance

increased to 36 percent. _Ioroover, for these peopl.e, noise was found to
be the single greatest factor leading _o complaints.

Surprisingly enough, the rate of complaints among people living in

apartments bavlng an average transmission loss of only 39 dB was only 21
percent. Close scrutiny of tbe data. however, revealed that people wbo

lived in ti*e apartments with the poorest sound insulation were generally
from a lower soelo-eeonomlc class. Fur=bermore, tbls group of people had

been waiting for a long time to ,love into their apartments, and had
previously been living under mucb worse conditions. Tbese people did not

complain about any aspect of their dwellings even tbough they usually
experienced some nv_rorowd_-ng due to the laL'g_ sizes of thelr families.

The _forement_oned British studies have sometimes been cited in

support of the choice of the brick wall as a sound insulation eriterdon,
In our opinion, bowever, the data gathered in these studies do not appear

to provide tile desired support for the following reasons:

(1) All of the people interviewed in the two British studies were
relatively low on =he soclo-economle scale. Since tbese people
were all living in subsldlzed housing, their standard of living

and their expectations may have been different from those of
other soe_o-economle groups.

(2) At the tlme that these studies were being conducted, England was
only beglnnfng to recover from tbe effects of World War II and
still suffered a significant housing shortage. Under those

conditions any degree of privacy in bouslng might ]lave been
aecep table.

(3) The samples of transmission loss studied covered a limited rnnga
of sound transmission loss. None of _be wall structures

provided significantly better insulation than did _be classical
brick wall.

(4) In the second study, the tbree groups of apartments differed
only _itb respect to the sound insulation of tbe floor-ceillng
assemhlles. _t is therefore unclear whether people responded CO
airborne noise or to impact nolse.

b. The Swedish Survey_ !

While the Brltlsh studies were underway, similar but independent
efforts were carried out in Sweden [87-88]. Tile Swedish studies involved

a set of 500 apartments divided into three groups on tilebasis of the
sound transmission loss provided by the walls. A physical measurement

program was combined with a sacral survey study.
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The data generated in _hese studies were in good agre0ment with those
obtained in the British studies, generally, it was found that the rate of

_ir complaints decreased as the amount of sound insulation increased. When

'_i the average transmission loss was 45 dB, 21 percent of people complained i;
about their neighbors f noises. Tile complaint rate dropped to 16 percent

with an increase in the transmission loss to 50 dg. and to 7 percent with }"

a further increase in the transmission loss to 55 dg. However, as in the !
, Brltisb studies, other non-acoustical factors contributed to peoplets ,
i Judgments of tbeir acoustical environment. ,:

It may appear surprising that tbe results of the British and Swedish F[L
studies aRreed so closely, since tbe standard of ]_gin8 in Sweden at that
time was considerably better than that of postwar England. However_
Sweden ha4 a cbronlc and severe housing shortage that mlght explain the
similarities among the Swedish and the British findings.

c. Tile Dutch Survey

A study similar to those conducted in England and Sweden was also

carried out in the early 1950ts in Holland [89]. Th_s study _nvolved a
set of 1200 apartments and 1200 survey respondents. Unlike the previous
studies, the Dutch data failed to reveal a correlation between people's
satisfaction and the sound transmission loss of party walls. The reasons

, for the discrepancy between the data obtained in the Dutch survey and

il those obtained in the British and Swedish surveys are not clear.

i d, The French Survey

A study similar to those conducted in Engla;Jd, Sweden and Holland was

more recently performed in Prance [90]. In the French study, six groups
of dwellings were involved and 266 responded surveyed. The dwellings

i studie_ in tbls investigation were chosen on tbe basis of their conformityb

to the French Construction Standards, which are modeled after tbe smoothed
transmission loss curve for _he standard brick wall. The results of the

French study reveal tbat, despite the fact that all the dwellings met the

French norm, 40 percent of the people interviewed reported hearing tbeir :"
L next door neighbor's tel_vislon and radio. Similar results were not found

regarding conversations. On the basis of the French data, it can he
I

surmised that, while the traditional brick wall may have once provided
" adequate isolation for certain noise sources, it may provide insufficient

protection against amplified music, television, and radio sounds (i.e.,

amplified conversation) as well as against modern appliances or housebold
eq sipmenc.

e. Summary of Social Survey Evaluations

The results of the varlous social surveys, with the exception of that

performed in Holland, seem to indicate that:
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• tenant satisfaction with acoustical privacy is related to the
degree of sound transmission loss provided by building
elements;

• everything else being equal, the response of people to indoor
noises is influenced by environmental noise conditions
outdoors;

• while the selection of the acoustical performance of tbe [

traditional brick wall as a design goal for party walls may
]lave been appropriate at one time, it is perhaps no longer !
adequate.

3.2.3. Evidence Based Upon Consideration of Loudness and Noisiness

Possibly because of the discrepancy between the Dutch survey data and
the British and Swedish survey data, van den EiJk [91], in Holland,

examined a different approach to the problem. His first assumption was
that one could not he annoyed by a noise which one could not bear.
Consequently, if one could specify the statistical distribution of sound

levels for the most annoying noise source, a knowledge of loudness

functions should enable derivation of the insulation required to _oduce a
zero loudness le,,el in a space adjacent to the noise sourae room.-

Radio sounds bad been found in the Brltish survey to be the
predominant source of complaints among apartment dwellers. Van den EiJk

determined the peak levels of radio programs in each of 8 octave bands
having center frequencies from 50 to 6400 Hz. This distribution was
derived from data obtained for a radio working continuously tbrough 17

mornings and afternoons. The results were presented as a series of curves
showing the peak levels exceeded in each frequency band during various
percentages of time. These results are reproduced in Figure 5.

From the data contained in Figure 5 and from the Fleteher-Munson

equal-loudness contours [4], another series of curves was generated.
These curves were designed to specify the necessary sound transmission
losses in each octave band that would yield a loudness level of 0 phon in
an adjacent room for various percentages of the time. The resulting

values can be seen in Figure 6.

Inspection of Figure 6 reveals that the shape of the curve derived on
tbe basis of loudness is quite different from the German standard
"Soll-Kurve" (based upon the standard brick wall). Specifically, the
curve derived on the basis of loudness drops sharply below 400 Hz and

_/Actually, van den EiJk's procedure led to requirements for noise
isolation, or level difference between rooms, and not to the
sound transmission loss, or insulation, of the partition between

thsm, 'i
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above 3200 Hz wbereas tbat derived from the brick wall does not, [n the

range between 400 llz and 3200 Hz the curve based on loudness is

essentially flat while the other is not. Furthermore, tbe requirements
based upon a 0 phon loudness level aro much stricter than those of either

_h_ German or British standards. To reduce radio noise to tbls extent,

th_ sound isolation required could be prohibitively expensive.

Thus, van den EiJk also estimated tbe isolation required to reduce
the levels he measured for radio programs to a loudness contour of 20

phons in the receiving room. The results of tbese computations are shown
in Figure 7, _ogether with tlle requirements embodied in the German
standard (_.e., the Soll-Kurve), As can be seen in Figure 7, if a 20-phon
loudness contour is used instead of a 0-phon loudness contour, van den _i

7
EiJk's derived isolation requirement would more nearly be in agreement i_
with the Soll-Kurve, insofar as average level is concerned. However, the
differences concerning the sbape of the curves remain.

Based upon the previous analysis, van den Eijk concluded that the
mos= important frequency range for airborne sound insulation is from 400

_o 800 llz, since the insulation required is controlled by the
contributions in this frequency region. He further hypothesized that if
the noise is allowed to intrude next door at a low or moderate level

(e.g,, 20-pho_ loudness level), it should not be annoying. Van den EiJk
repor=s that bls transmission loss requirement curve is based upon an
intrusion of radio programs for i0 percent of tbe time at a loudness levQl
of 20 phon. Thus, the Dutch Building Code, wblch specifies the insulation
required in each octave band between 250 Hz and 2000 Hz, was derived

partially on the hasls of allowing radio sounds to intrude next door by
the above amoung.

A ni:mbar of questions are raised by the work of van den EiJk, lie

computed the isolation required in order that each octave band. taketl
! alone, lle on the 20~phon contour. However, if there are a number of

bands, each of wbicb singly produces a loudness level of 20 phon, tbe

overall estimated loudness level in the receiving room will exceed 20 pbon
by an amoun_ which increases with the number of contributing bands.

Specifically, if each octave band taken alone produces a loudness level of
i 20 pbon, [t may be r_asonable to assume that each band contributes equally

_o the loudness level in the receiving room. Accordingly, the incremental
loudness lave| in the receiving room as a function of the number of bands

presenE can he estimated using various computational procedures. The
results of these computations are shown in Figure 8 for the
Fleteher-Hunson [4], the Stevens I Hark VI [12,13], and the Stevens' Mark

VII [14], loudness calculation procedures. As can be seen in Figure 8,

the overall loudness level for the 8 bands utilized by van den EiJk might
be about 16 co 18 dH above that of each individual band, depending upon
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whlch computational procedure is used to compute tileloudness level. 3/ 1
Thus the fact tbat van den ElJk did not sum the estimated loudness of the p

individual bands means that the equivalent loudness level in tbe receiving

room might reach 36 to _ phon even though the contribution from each band
did not exceed 20 phon.--"

Moreover, while it is reasonable to assume that one cannot be annoyed
by a noise that cannot be heard, it is an entirely different matter to

assume that one cannot be annoyed by a noise heard at a low or moderate
level (e.g., 36 to 38 phon). It bas been argued [25-27,92] that loudness

may not be an adequate predictor of annoyance or "noisiness". Thus_ it

might be argued that van den EiJk's requirements may ilave been derived
through the use of an inappropriat_ descriptor. To _es_ ti_is possibility
van den Eijkls published data and his rationale were used in conjunction

witi, ti*eO.16-noy contour [93] rather titan tbe 20-phon contour. (The
reason for choosing ti_e 0.16 soy contour was tbat It also corresponds to a
sound pressure level of 20 dB, re 20 Pa, at 1000 Hz.) Tilecurve

corresponding to the 0.16 noy contour was compared to the curve derived by
van den EiJk for the 20 phon loudness contour. The result is presented in
Fdgure 9.

Inspection of Figure 9 suggests that tile isolation values "required"
on the basis of the Fletcher-Musses loudness differ from those based upon

perceived noisiness, which in the context of Kryter's work is synonymous
wlth annoyance, botb in terms of tilefrequency range to be considered and
the actual levels required. While the use of tile Fleteher-Munson loudness

curve suggests that the isolation required is Independent of frequency in
the range between 800 and 1600 Hz, tile noisiness curve leads to isolation

requirements that increase as a function of frequency in this range. The
practical implication of this finding is that isolation requirements in
building codes should he specified up to at least ti_e 3200 gz band, in

contrast to van den EikJ's conclusion ti]at isolation requirements need not

be specified beyond tile800 i|z band. In addition, Figur_ 9 reveals that i
in the range below 400 Hz significantly more isolation is required than is
suggested by van den ElJk's curve.

32
--'Note that the summation procedure of FleEcber and Munson applies

only to pure tones; consequently, in order to estimate tha overall

loudness level associated with van den Eijk's spectrum each octave
hand was replaced by a single pure tone located at the hand center
frequency.

_/While loudness calculation procedures may not be accurate in
preddetlng the growth of loudness as tbe bandwidth increases

to eight octaves, it seems evident that the loudness will be !!
considerably greater than ti_at of a single octave band.
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In addition to the problem of using loudness level as a criterion for
generating noise isolation requirements, another dlfficulty exists.

Inherent in van den EiJkls conclusions is the assumption that a solution
to the problem of a neighbor's radio is a general solution for all noises.
Although in subsequent studies van den EiJk [94] also examined the

isolation required for television programs, isolation that is sufficient
for television or radio programs mlghs not be adequate for noises that
have different spectral shapes. The British surveys clearly demonstrate

that people in dwellings are disturbed by other types of noises -- such as
the sounds from musical instruments. These sounds contain energy in
regions other than those between 400 and 3200 Hz, Certainly in a country

where modern stereo systems, household appliances, and home tools are
common, requirements based upon the loudness of a neighborts radio
programs could be misleading. Furthermore, van den EiJk did not take into

account other factors such as the preferred output level for radio or
television programs, the losatlon of the radio or television with respect
to the party wall, or the background noise in the receiving room.

Northwood [95] has used an approach somewhat similar to that of van
den EiJk to estimate noise isolation requirements for party walls. In his
studies hc combined the spectra of sounds from television, radio, speech, i

and domestic appliances. He also pointed out that this "standard
household noise" must "compete" on the quiet side of the partition with
the existing background noise. In the absence of data on ambient noises
in homes, Northwood assumed a background noise with a spectrum similar in

shape to the NC-25 contour [51]. Isolation requirements were then derived
on the basis of the "standard household noise" intruding next door and
being heard above this background nolse. A curve of isolation as a

function of frequency was thus obtained. This curve is reproduced in
Figure i0, @lets it is compared to th_ German Soll-Kurve. Northwood
states that the calculated isolation requirement shown in Figure 10

probably corresponds to about a 50 pnrcent probability of intrusion. To
get down to a reasonable value, say i0 percent to 20 percent, would
requlre that the sound insulation be raised perhaps 5 dB. Thus, it

appears that the German grading curve . . . is about the right shape and
not far from the right level." It mlgh_ be noted, however, that

Northwood's isolation requirements fall off at _yequeneles above 1000 Hz,
while those in the Cerma, grading curve do not.--

5=-/Note,however, that it is relatively simple to build partitions
with adequate transmission losses at high frequencies, provided
that they are well-sealed, Thus, the shape of the grading curve

at high frequencies may have little practical significance,

,!
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Northwood points out that the noise isolation requirements developed
are rather speculative. This is so because:

(I) Data regarding the distribution of indoor noise levels are
limited and thus Northwood's standard housebold noise may or may

not he representative of typical households.

(2) There are no data regarding the relation between the NC-25
contour and actual household noises, and thus the NC-25 contour

may or may not be a reasonable way to define ambient noise in
dwellings. It is known that spectra that meet NC contours are
_udged "hissy", "rumbly", and unnatural [I_6]. Canmequently, it

is questionable whether they represent typical background
noises° I

In 1969 Clark [96] carried out a series of psychoacoustic studies

designed to test the validity, from a human response viewpolnt, of the
shape of the rating curve embodied in the ISO and ASTM standards as well
as to examine the need for the t'8riB" rule (described in Section 3.2.1).

In one series of experiments, subjects were exposed to three dlfferent
"noise" sources -- male speech, popular music, and vacuum cleaner noise.
Each source was presented alternatively through one of two filters -- one

representing the shape of the ASTM rating contour (STC) and the other
being a one-thlrd octave or octave band-pass filter. The stimuli were

presented in a background ndise conforming to the spectrum shape and level
of the NC-25 contour, Subjects were asked to adjust the level of the
comparison band of noise until it was Judged to be equal in annoyance to
the test noise passing through the "STC filter". The results of these

qr
experiments showed that when subjects equated the "annoyance of a
one-thlrd octave or an octave hand of noise to that of the same noise

passing through the "STC" filter, they were in feat approximately tracing
an inverted STC contour. This finding was interpreted as an indication
that the shape of the STC contour is indeed representative of the relative
contributions of the various bands of noise to annoyance.

ilowever, the study may ,lot adequately solve the problem of the shape
of the grading curve for the following reasons:

• Since the subjects were always judging the one-third or octave
band of noise against an STC contour the results could have been
biased towards the STC contour due to attentional effects,

• Inherent in Clark's experimental design was the asmmlption that

household ambient noise is adequately represented by an NC-25
contour. This contour may or may not represent appropriate
conditions. The annoyance produced by an intruding noise is

dependent upon the signal-to-noise ratio (i.e., tileratio of
intruding sound to background nolse in receiving room); thus the

shape of the background noise spectrum may he critical.
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• The range of sound levels in Clark's study was limited to levels
that were Just perceptible above the background noise.

Accordingly. generalization to other situations may be
questionable.

In a second series of experiments, Clark [96] addressed the quesCion
of the importance to human observers of coincidence dips in a transmission
loss curve. The experiment was carried out in a manner similar to the one

described previously, hut the band-pass filter was replaced witb a filter
corresponding to the noise isolation between two rooms. The filter also

" simulated coincidence dlps_ either one-third octave or an octave in width
and 0 to 20 dB in depth. Subjects were asked to adjust the attenuation of

- ;, the noise passing througb the STC filter until it was as annoying as the
same noise passing through the simulated |1else isolation filter. The

results of ibis series of experiments sugges_ that dips in tbe noise
isolation are not very important subjectively. Thus, the 8 dB rule
present in the STC rating scheme may not he necessary. However, these

results should also be interpreted cautiously since some of _he same
uncertainties described above are applicable to this second set of

=. experiments.

3.2.4. Conclusions Concerning the Grading Curve

The previous discussion Indicates that, although precise and
'_ well-deflned rules exist for rating building elements with respect to

_ their ability to provide sound insulation, the human response data upon
which these requirements are based are inconeluslve.

:i _ile the social surveys conducted i*lEngland and Sweden appeared, at
i least superficially, to demonstrate that the traditional 9-in plastered

brick wall leads to a minimal rate of complaints among residents, the

French survey tends to demonstrate that such walls may not provide
sufficient protection. In addition, since all the surveys reviewed

- employed a very limited range of insulation, and since none considered any
structure significantly better with respect to insulation than the 25-em

brick wall, it is impossible to extrapolate from these surveys how people
would respond to walls wlth either superior insulation capabilities or
dlf f_rent characteristics°

r

,_ The evidence based upon subjective response (e.g., loudness or
annoyance) is even more sketchy, and blghly speeulatlve. It is tberefore

'_ not surprising tbat_ over the years, nt_erous reference curves have been

used for caring noise insulation and tbat, as sbown in Figure ii, these
| curves vary somewhat with respect to shapej frequency bounds and the

exten= of insulation required. Since there is a scarcity of data as to

what constitutes subjectively significant changes in household noise

_ intrusions, it is difficult to estimate tilesignificance of the
differences observed among the'curves.

_f
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The curves based upon loudness (or annoyance) also imply that the ISO
and ASTN curves may be too stringent at low and high frequencies. 14bile

good transmission loss is easy to aebleve at high frequencies (provided
that no largo coincidence dip exists), it is both difficult and expensive
to ashlsve good isolation against low-frequency sounds. Therefore, from a

design standpoint, it would be desirable if isolation requirements could
be relaxed at low frequencles, as implied by the curves derived on che
basis of loudness. However, suob a recommendation may be premature given
the limited data base.

To conclude, international and national standard curves exist against

wblch partitions can be Judged. However, unresolved questions remain
regarding the shape of the grading curve, the frequen,_y region of concern,
the si_sl£1udac_ of deviations from the grading curve, the importance of

coincidence dlpsj and, most importantly, tbo adequacy of the grading curve
In terms of meeting buman requirements. On tile basis of current
knowledge, answers to these unresolved questions cannot be given.

3.3. _delghted Level Differences

An increased interest is evident in the single values obtained when
sousd levels (e.g. , A-weighted or C-welgbted) are measured in both tbe
source and the receiving room. Tbls trend is a reaction to the

substantial data requirements necessary to make mt_asurements of noise
isolation and sound transmission loss in narrow (e.g,, one-third octave)
bands.

In 1965 Gosele [97] and Gosele and gruekmayer [98] noted that hlgh
correlatlens exis_ between partition t-atlngs based on the ISO procedure
(see Section 2) and ratings based on the difference between the A-welghted

sound level in th= source room and the A-weighted level in th_ receiving
room• These observations were confirmed experlmenta]ly by Gosele and Koch
[99], Fscbs [IO0] and }|arman [i01], Similar agreements |]ave slso been

noted for outdoor-to-indoor noise reductions by Scboles and Parklns [102].

These observations led Siekman, Yorges and Yerges I103] to propose a

sdmpllfled field sound transmission test for partitions based on an
A-welghted level difference. Qulndry and Flynn [104] and Flynn [105] have

also demonstrated a good correlation between ratings based o_llevel
differences and tbose derived from the 'IASTM/ISO procedures"-'. Their

analyses indicate that the best correlations with the Noise Isolation
: Class are obtained when C-weighted sound level is used in the source room

, and an A-weighted level is used in the receiving room.

[ 6-/That Is_ those procedures whereby tilegrading curve is fitted
to the measured data in accordance w=h the American [85_ or

! International [84] standards,
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Donate [106], in a study on insulating houses against aircraft noise,

found good agreement hetwoen Sound Transmission Class and the difference
between the outdoor and indoor Perceived Noise Levels.

'_ In all of the above investigations, good agreement was observed
between ratings based on weigbted level differences and those obtained

using the ISO/ASTM procedure. In addition, there appears to be a

consensus among all _he above researchers (except Donate) regarding the
desirability of using the A-welghted level in the receiving room. A
similar consensus, however_ does not exist wlth respect to the weighting
function _o he used in the source room, since some investigators advocate

..... the use of an A_,_elghtpd ]ov_l while others advocated the use o[ the
C-welghted level.

All the proposals reviewed above were based upon tile high correlation
obtained between ratings based on level differences and those based on the

ASTM/ISO methods (and thereforeT_raeeable to the grading curves contained
in the ASTM and ISO standards).--" In view of tilelack of evidence
regarding _he validity, from a human response viewpoint, of the ISO and
ASTM racing methods, the observed correlations of these schemes do not, in

themselves, Justify the adoption of level-differences in building codes.

Wi_h respee_ to typical household noises, we support the view of
Schultz [107], wbo thinks it is not necessary to demonstrate hlgh
correlation between level differences aI_d other rating schemes, since an

A-welghted level difference has as much independent claim to validity as
_hat of the STC procedures.

7_,_/Notethat a large portion of the good correlation among rating
schemes arises because of tile fact that if a noise isolation (or

sound =ransmlsslon) versus frequency curve is shifted by X dg,
all of the ratings also shift by X dg.
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4. ISOLATION RATINGS FOR BUILDINGS : DEPENDENCE UPON INDOOR NOISE
CRITERIA AND UPON SOURCE SPECTRUM

In the course of the presenC study, computations were performed to

illustrate how various requirements for rating noise isolation result from
alternate choices of procedures for rating tbe indoor noise environment.

Further calculations (see Section 3.2.3) were made using a spectrum

(octave band levels that were exceeded ten percent of the time) from van
den EiJk's study [92] of radio programs. Two attrlbutes of humas response

and several computational procedures were examined. "Loudness" was
computed using tileprocedures of Fletcher and Munson [4], Stevens' Mark Vl

[12_30]j and Stevens' Mark VII [14]. "Noislness T'was computed using
Perceived Noisiness, as now standardized [72]. Computations were also
made using the A-welghted sound level.

For each procedure used to rate the noise in the receiving room,

computations were made of the isolation required, as a functien of
frequency, for each octave band to contribute e@nally to the rating of the
noise environment -- i.e., so that the contribution to loudness,
"noisiness", or A-weighted level of each octave band would be tilesame.

2 In order to tie the five schemes togeLher, the isolation was computed for
• the "loudness", "noisiness", or A-weighted level in the receiving room

predicted to he Judged equivalent to an octave band of noise centered at
iO00 Uz and having a sound pressure level of 40 dB re 20 UPs.

The results of these computations are shown in Figure 12. It can he

seen that, depending upon _he scheme used to rate the Nolse environment in
{ the receiving room, curves of isolation versus frequency are d_rived which

differ with respect to both frequency dependence and the magnitude of
isolation required to yield a noise environment that is "equivalent" =o
the 1000 Nz octave band of noise used as a reference sound. Specifically,
if the A-weighted level is used to rate the receiving room spectrum, the

I criterion for isolation specifies a much low_r level than for either

I loudness or noisiness. This occurs because the perceived magnitude of
broad-band noise increases more rapidly with bandwidth than does the

; A-welghted sound level.

In order to examine further the effect of the rating scheme (for the

receiving room noise) on the spectral shape of the requlred isola¢ion
curve, a number of similar computations were carried out for other noise
spectra commonly found indoors and outdoors. The indoor spectra used in
these computations are shown in Fisure 13, and the outdoor spectra in

Figure 14. With these spectra, the isolation required was derived so that
each one-third octave band would contribute equally to each of several
raring schemes for the receiving room spectrum. Specifically, the

isolation required in each one-third octave band was computed so that the
shape of the receiving room spectrum would collform to a PNC-35 contourp a
1 sone contour (Mark VII), a i hey contour, or an inverted A~we_ghting
contour (these contours are shown in Figure 15).
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Figure 12. Noise isolation required in ocder that the sound in the
reeelving room, due to radio programs in the source room,
shall not produce, for more than ten percent of the time,
a computed sensation in excess of that produced by an
octave band of moise centered at I [dlzand having a sound
pressure level of 40 dB (re 20 pPa). The several curves
correspond to the use of different procedures to rate
the noise environment in the receiving room.
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Figure 13. Norzalized spectra of selected indoor noise sources.
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Figure15. Alternativereceivingroom spectralshapesused to derivenoiseisolationcurvesfor the
various noise sources shown in Figures 13 and lh (see text).



In these analyses, only the shapes of the isolation curves were

examined. For this comparison, _ll of the curves were normalized to a common
ordinate value at i000 llz. Tile shapes of the isolation curves needed to

maintain the desired spectral shapes in the receiving room are shown in
Figures 16, 17, and 18 for three different source room noises (Northwood's

household noise, average speech spectrum, and a food blender,
respectively.)

For household noise and speech, the computed requirements for
isolation above approximately 1000 Hz do not increase as rapidly with
_requency as does the actual isolation that can be obtained with typical
party walls commonly found between dwelling units. Thus, unless an

.... unusually severe coincidence d_p eylsrs In the no_se Igolat_on ;In the

frequency range sbove 1000 Hz, _he overall rating for the noise isolation
between spaces would be governed by the isolation in the frequency range
from only 125 to 500 Hz approximately.

On the other hand, for a source having a spectrum such as that shown
for the food blender. _he overall rating of noise isolation would often be

governed by the performance only between 1600 and 4000 Nz, particularly if
there were a coincidence dip in this region. With the possible exceptions
of food blenders (which typically have a very short duty cycle) and vacuum
cleaners_ Eew indoor noise sources appear to have sufflelently hlgh levels
st frequencies above 1600 Hz to constitute a serious problem in a

neighbor's dwelling. Thus, from a practical point of view, ratings for
the noise isolation between dwelling units would usually be governed by
the performance at frequencies below about 1000 Hz,

For source room spectra such as those shown in Figure 13 for
Northwood's household noise nnd speech, the frequency dependence of the

isolation required (see Figures 16-17) to attaln any of the four spectral
shapes in the receiving room (see Figure 15) is generally similar in shape
to the ASTN con=our and to the A-welghtlng contour. Thu@ for such
spectral shapes it would appear to he reasonable to rate isolation in
terms of the ASTM contour [84] or to race isolation in terms of A-welghted
level differences [107].

If the source spectra contained considerably more hlgh-frequency
energy than the spectra _f "household noise" and speech, the isolation
ratings might differ significantly, depending upon the grading curve used.

For such sources a choice among various human response criteria (based

upon loudness, noisiness, etc.) could be quite crucial. For example,
deficiencies in high frequency isolation would affect a rating based on

the Perceived Noise Level more than it would a rating based upon, say,
A-welghted sound level.

For outdoor spectra the isolation curves derived to maintain the

indoor noise intrusion speecrum along a PNC-35 contour, a l-hey contour, a
1 sone contour, sad an inverted A-welghtlng contour are shown in Figures
19, 20, 21, and 22 for _ach of the outdoor spectra shown in Figure 14.
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Figure 16. Shape of noise isolation curves required, for standard household noise, to maintain in the
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Figure 18. Shape of noise isolation curves required_ for food blendert to maintain in the receiving

room the spectral shapes shown in Figure 15.
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Figure 19. Shape of noise isolation curves required, for traffic noise, to maintain in the

receiving room the spectral shapes shown in Figure 15.
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Figure 21. Shape of noise isolation curves requisedj for aircraft approach, to maintain

I in the receiving room the spectral shapes shown in Figure 15,
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I Figure 22. Shape of noise isolation curves required_ for aircraft take-off_ to maintain

in the receiving room the spectral shapes shown in Figure 15.
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These figures show that when tileoutdoor noise source has significant

high-frequency components (e,g., a large turbofan aircraft on approach),
the indoor noise spectrum will he dominated by this frequency region. A
rating based upon either loudness level (Mark VII) or noisiness (PNL)

would emphasize this high frequency region more than one based upon eithe_
a PNC contour or an inverted A-welghtlng contour,

W]len outdoor noise spectra are similar in shape to typical household
noise (e.g., traffic noises), an inverted A-weighted contour would suggest
noise isolation requirements generally similar to those derived on th_

basis of loudness or noisiness. When the outdoor noise source produces
significant low frequency noise (e.g,, train noise), the interior noise I
contains con_idcrab!c l_v-frequency energy, e.g., in the 50 to 125 llz

region, For such speetra_ a rating based upon noisiness would emphasize
these low frequencies more than the other curves considered,

For the present it appears that most outdoor sources of noise will be
regulated in terms of A-weighted levels, Since noise sources having
various frequency distributions will contribute to the interior noise,
ratings of outdoor-to-indoor isolation should take into account

differences among source spectra. Fo_ example s isolation requirements
(for the building envelope) based on an A-weighted level dlfference
measured for traffic noise would be Inappropriate for either train or
aircraft noise,
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• 5, SIGNIFICANCE OF TE_ORAL VARIATIONS gN BUILDING NOISE RATINg PROCEDURES

IIuman response to noise is substantially affected by temporal
variation of the sound level and frequency spectrum of the noise, None ofl
the schemes proposed, or incorporated into building codes, have attempted
to aeaoun= for this factor. For this reason, regardless of which scale is

utilized to rate tile interior environment, consideration must be given to
=he need for a cumulative measure of noise whlcb appropriately accounts
for Its time variation.

Recently, the Environmental Protection Agency has proposed [69,108]
the Day-Night Average Level (L.) for describing the noise environment,

both outdoors and indoors. Al_ough it may be premature to generalize
methods developed from studies of outdoor environments to the assessment
of interior environments, the method does appear promising. For tbls

reason an initial exploration of some of the implications of L with
respect to outdoor-to-lndoor required _solatlon was aonducted.dnsimilar
computations could be carried out for various cumulative noise measures
such as the Nolse Pollution Level and the Traffic Noise Index.

To perform the analyses descrlhed below it was arbitrarily assumed
that a house is located 60 meters away from a freeway, 15 meters away from

a railway and in proximity to an airport, with aircraft overflights at an
altitude of 300 meters. One-third octave band Single Event Noise Exposure

Levels were assumed for average passbys of each type of noise source, as
ware average craffle densities for each hour (see Figure 23). From these

data one-tblrd octave band hourly average noise levels (L ) at the facade
of the dwelllng were computed. The results were then uti_@zed to derive

the isolation required so that the one-thlrd-octave band hourly average
level inside the dwelling would conform to a PNC-35 contour.

From these detailed spectral data, A-welghted bourly average level
dlfferenees were computed. Representative data are presented in Table 3

where it can be seen that the A-welghted level differences (e,g.,
isolation required to maintain PNC-35 indoors) varied from a low of i0 dB
during the quietest hour of the night (0200), (when there were no trains

or planes) to a high of 30 dB (130g) during the period of high traffic
activity.

The average A-weighted isolation required to maintain a PNC-35 indoor
(or approximately an A-weighted level of 43 dB) throughout the daytime
period (0700-2200 hours) was 27 dB. This isolation requirement dropped to

22 dB for the nighttime period (2200-0700 hours). However, when the

Day-Night Average Level was computed, the I0 dB night penalty caused the

_i average isolation requirement to exceed 30 dg. This is equivalent to
,_ having required the nighttime interior level to drop to about a PNC-25 (or

an A-weighted level of approximately 34 dB). A summary of these data is

presented in Figure 23 in terms of A-weighted level differences. The
upper part of Figure 23 shows the corresponding traffic densities.
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6. CONTRIBUTION OF OUTDOOR SOURCES TO 'filE INDOOR NOISE ENVIRONMENT !

In the previous section, indoor noise levels were assumed to be i
entirely due to outdoor sources and the isolation requirements were

computed accordingly. However, if indoor noise levels due to indoor
sources exceed the selected indoor noise criteria, it might he argued that

less isolation against outdoor sources is needed if they are already
competing with the interior "ambient" noise levels due to, for example,

heating and air conditioning systems, appliances, music, or conversation.
However, unlike most outdoor noise sources many indoor sources are elther
totally or partially under rbe operator's control. For example, while one

cannot control tbe noise emission fron_ a vacuum cleaner one may choose not
to ,,s_ the device at a particular time. Moreover. one may choose to raise
the level of desired sounds such as speech, radio, television, or stereo,

so that they can readily be heard above the level of sounds intruding from
outdoors. This may lead to tbe conclusion tbat the indoor source is
primarily responsible for the interior noise environment while, in fact,

the contribution from the indoor source was partially determined by the
levels intruding from outdoors,

In order to expIore the relative contributions of outdoor and indoor
noise sources to interior noise levels, indoor and outdoor data obtained

in an earlier EPA study [109] were analyzed in further detail. In ibis
study, indoor and outdoor noise levels were measured simultaneously at 15
sites in urban residential areas, distant from any major outdoor noise
sources (e.g., highway or airport). Although the EPA study included iS

sites, only 12 contained sufficient data for the present analysis. Noise
measurements consisted of continuous monitoring add recording of
A-weighted sound level on digital tape. From these data, hourly average
sound levels (L ) were d_rived for each site, both indoors and outdoors.

e
These hourly average levels provide the data for the analyses reported
here.

Average sound levels were derived for daytime (0700-2200), nighttime
(2200-0700), evening (1900-2200) and "late" night (0100-0500). The
results of these calculations are presented in Figures 24-27, where each

data point represents a site, and the average indoor sound levels are
plotted versus the outdoor levels. The mean sound levels (e.g.,
arithmetic mean of the sound levels for the 12 sites), and the standard

deviation about tbat mean, were also computed for each time period. In

addition, the correlation coefficient between indoor and outdoor sound
levels for each time period was determined. The results of these
computations are summarized in Table 3.

Inspection of the entries in Table 3 reveals that at sites removed

from any ma_or outdoor noise source:

• the correlation between indoor and outdoor sound levels is

weak, (0.3 or less) except during the late nigbt Imurs, from 1
a.m. to 5 a.m., when tl_ecorrelation coefficient is slightly
better (0.54);
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Table 3

Comparison of Outdoor and Indoor Sound Levels
[or n Set of 12 S_tes Located in Urban Residential

Areas Away from Major Outdoor Noise Sources.
C

' Time of l)ay

Day_mo Nightt2me Evening "Late" N_ght Ldn
(0700-2200) (2200-0700) (1900-2300) (0100-0500)

3utdoors

x
_ean sound

level, dB 58.3 51.4 57.3 49,7 59.9

standard
_evintion.

dB 3.5 4.0 3.5 4.4 3.7

Indoors

m_an sound

level, d8 58.5 47.0 58.6 36.9 59.9

I standarddovia_io_,

i dB 7.0 10.4 8.6 6.0 7.7
Indoor/

!} Outdoor

Corre].atlomCoeffleiene 0.i - 0,3 O.l 0.54 - 0.2

_ _ean
}ifference

between
Indoor
]nd outdoor

levels +0.2 - 4.4 1.3 -12.8 0

63
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• despite the noise isolation provldcd by the building structure,
levels measured indoors were generally higher than those
measured outdoors during the period extending from 7 a.m. to I0

p.m.;

m only during the late night hours (l a.m. to 5 a.m°) were the
indoor noise levels markedly lower than those measured outdoors

(i.e., 37 dB versus 50 dB);

• at all times the indoor standard deviations about the mean

significantly exceeded those observed outdoors.

Tbe minimum indoor level occurred during tllemiddle of tbe night

(i.e., 0100-0500) hoursj when most people sleep. This level could either
be governed by'intruslons from outdoors or by noise from beating and air
conditioning systems. During the day and evening, when people are awake
and active, the indoor sound levels (at sites away from major outdoor

sources) appear to be logically due to the activities of the tenants,
including speech, use of television, radios, household appliances, home
tools and the llke.

The large standard deviations observed for indoor noise levels during

the day and evenings relative to those associated with outdoor levels,
suggest that peoplets activities vary considerably from household to
household. The observed differences are likely to depend upon the size of

the families, the age of family members, soclo-ecoB0mln status and otber
sociological and psychological variables. During tilecourse of the EPA

study_ no data were obtained on these factors.

Tile results given above must be interpreted witb great caution for two
reasons: first, the sample on wblch the data are based is very small (12

cases) and s second, this sample was drawn from s limited population of
residential locations and intentionally excluded noisy areas such as those

around highways and airports. Nevertheless, the data presented above
suggest that in relatively quiet urban residential areas, where outdoor

A-welghted Day-Night Noise Levels (Ldn) range from approximately 52 to 65
dB, indoor sound levels are primarily controlled by the occupants _
nctivlties. Only during the nlgbttlmej when people were asleep, was tile
acoustical climate of the home possibly controlled by outdoor intrusions.

The above conclusions were based upon tlle use of A-weighted average

sound level as the descriptor of the noise environment. It is not clear
whether these conclusions would hold if a descriptor were used that is

greatly influenced hy variations in noise level, such as Noise Pollution

Level, or if a frequency welghtlng were used that asslgss more importance
to sound at lower frequencies (whlch can more easily he transmitted from
outside to inslde).
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